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Orbidder: First-Year Update

From federal institutions to public agencies, from
municipalities to education- and health-sector entities, our
Orbidder system is now spanning six times zones across
North America and serving public institutions at all levels
of government. This presentation highlights our progress-
to-date since our initial commercial release in June 2017.



Resource and Training Gap
The Rising Tide of Complexity

Given the rising tide of complexity washing across our
public procurement systems, we cannot afford to
maintain a business-as-usual approach. We can either
meet this challenge head on with proper resources and
training for our procurement departments, or we can
watch the rapid erosion of the social infrastructure that
we will no longer be able to take for granted.

Paul Emanuelli
“Resource and Training Gap: A Public Procurement Crisis”

Purchasing B2b magazine, October 2017



Procurement Automation
Leveraging Human Intelligence

Creating advanced tendering systems requires a
deeper human understanding of the procurement
process. To fully leverage technology in the tendering
cycle, we need to integrate human intelligence into our
procurement systems by automating project design
planning, digitizing RFX drafting and leveraging the use
of procurement data analytics.



Procurement Automation
Leveraging Human Intelligence

Automated project design planning should be the entry
point into the procurement cycle. By taking an end-user
through a series of standardized questions created by
human intelligence, we can create digital project
blueprints tailored to that end-user’s purchasing
requirements. These design blueprints should be
based on the “95/5 rule” of procurement project design
planning, which recognizes that ninety five percent of
project failures can be traced to the failure to properly
address the five core design planning issues that are
universal to every tendering process:



Procurement Automation
Leveraging Human Intelligence

(i) scoping of requirements; (ii) pricing structures; (iii)
evaluation criteria; (iv) contract formation process; (v)
tendering format selection. If end-users are unable to
answer the core questions required to create a proper
project design blueprint, this should serve as an early
warning system within the procurement department
and enable the deployment of proper resources to
assist with design planning.”

Paul Emanuelli
“Bringing Human Intelligence to Procurement Automation”

Purchasing B2b magazine, August 2015



Advancing the Art of Tendering
Smart Templates

“Most organizations remain mired in outdated tendering
templates that require manual data entry, produce
drafting gridlock and create version control chaos. Smart
templates take us light years ahead of current drafting
procedures by enabling team members to concurrently
upload their content to facilitate coordinated document
drafting and editing while allowing final document
assembly with the push of a button.”

Paul Emanuelli
“2020 Vision: How To Relaunch Your Tendering System”

Purchasing B2b magazine, June 2016



Launching Smart Templates
The Procurement Office has a proven track record of
successfully updating the tendering templates of public
institutions to meet government procurement standards. Public
institutions can now launch our 3.0 series tendering templates in
our Orbidder system and start drafting RFX documents with
unprecedented speed and precision.





Drafting Made Easy
With Orbidder, designing your project, organizing team roles,
managing drafting workflows and assembling solicitation
documents is now as easy as the push of a button. It’s as easy
as 1-2-3.



Orbidder’s project design interface guides your team through its
procurement planning decisions, creating a customized project blueprint
that aligns with the appropriate tendering template.

1. Project Design



Orbidder’s drafting control room allows you to assign drafting roles across
your project team and monitor the progress of your drafting process as
team members upload their specific project content into the system.

2. Coordinated Drafting



Orbidder’s automated assembly process instantly integrates your team’s
project content with the appropriate tendering template to produce high-
speed and precise RFX documents.

3. Automated Assembly



Orbidder Vault
Orbidder unlocks a Global Vault with free access to Procurement Office
precedents, a Local Vault for your organization’s custom library, and a
Smart Snippet interface to link drafters to the right drop-in content.



The Notice Generator
With Orbidder’s Notice Generator you no longer need to
manually create solicitation summaries to comply with public
posting requirements. The are ready with the push of a button.



Orbidder Trains Your Users
Launching Orbidder means you no longer need to train end-
users to select the right template or to fill in the blanks.



Core Project Elements 
automatically integrate into 
template.



Orbidder’s User Help Site also contains an extensive library of user
instructions and training materials prepared by our procurement experts to
help you prepare your procurement documents.

Orbidder Trains Your Users



Live Online Learning
Our Live Online Learning programs offer your team advanced
procurement training to further leverage Orbidder’s efficiencies.



Cambridge Operations Office
Orbidder users can also contact our new Cambridge Operations
Office to access our enterprise-wide platinum support plan or to
book in-person side-by-side training for your team.



End-to-End Project Support
By leveraging the Orbidder system and other carefully selected
platforms, our Cambridge Operations Office also offers end-to-
end project support services to help you manage unanticipated
workload demands on your major projects:

1. Automated RFX Design
2. Automated RFX Drafting and Assembly
3. RFX Posting, Pre-Bid Q&As and Electronic Bid-Receipt
4. Automated Compliance Screening and Consensus Scoring
5. Final Evaluations and Rankings (Optional BAFOs & ERAs)
6. Contract Award Negotiations
7. Executive Briefing and Contract Award



Orbidder: Delivering Results

With Orbidder you can achieve the following results: 

1. Integrate advanced procurement planning within your
organization and enhance your project governance practices

2. Streamline your drafting procedures and strengthen your
accountability controls

3. Accelerate your RFX drafting process and expand your use
of compliant tendering formats



Same-Day Launch Service
You won’t need your internal IT support to deploy your Orbidder
system thanks to our same-day launch service. Book a fully
supported free demo period to take your new tendering
templates for an Orbidder test drive.
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